
Case Study

ANVIZ PROVIDES BIOMETRIC 
IDENTIFICATION SOLUTION VF30 

PRO AT BANGLADESHI ARMY BASE

Biometrics may not be new, but they are entering a new era of utility among government agencies, 
and beyond. Anviz identity verification technology  and management solutions are bringing 
biometrics to a variety of environments, from government and healthcare to financial services and on-
site enterprise security.
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Bangladesh



In an area of more than 39,000 square 
meters with a workforce of more than 
500 employees and another 200 indirect 
collaborators, throughout the country, La 
Piamontesa SA is one of the leading 
companies in the sausage sector in 
Argentina.

The problem of the original access control 
system in La Piamontesa was the speed 
of authentication and the system’s 
inability to process in and out of 400 staff 
to one of the three floors of the company. 
They needed to find a fast, cost-effective, 
and centralized solution that can handle a 
large number of employees.

Case Study

As the building has a high turnover of people using the access control system. Rogelio Stelzer, Sales 
Manager at Anviz recommended T5 PRO + CrossChex Standard to meet the client’s needs. T5 Pro by 
ANVIZ is a compact access control device that is designed to fit most door frames and its latest 
BioNANO algorithm ensures fast verification under 0.5s. It has both Wiegand and TCP/IP, Optional 
Bluetooth protocol interfaces and can be integrated with professional distributed access controller 
from a third-party to enable large-scale networks.

Rogelio said: "Piamontesa originally considered other devices, but after we demonstrated the 
advanced functionality of T5 PRO access control and the simple, intuitive CrossChex Standard, they 
were excited to this cost-effective solution." Piamontesa also reserved U-Bio, Anviz USB Fingerprint 
Reader, which is designed for using with T5 Pro. U-Bio could transfer fingerprint data to computer 
through USB interface, and computer connect with T5 Pro through TCP/IP protocol. Therefore, T5 Pro 
+ CrossChex +U-Bio constructed a network access control system.

THE SOLUTION

THE CUSTOMER & CHALLENGE

THE BENEFITS

VF30 Pro‘s capacity to handle 3,000 users and 100,000 logs adding its speed of authentication 
optimized the times on controlling the entry and exit of employees 

Faster Processing Time
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Case Study

The SKS issues special access cards to military personnel and common cards to civilian personnel. 
These can be used together with fingerprints to enhance secure access.

Featuring PoE, versatile Interfaces and WiFi communication, VF30 Pro provides SKS with lower 
installation cost, simpler cabling and lower maintenance cost.

Improved Security Level

Flexibility of Installation

https://www.anviz.com/vf30-pro.htmlLearn more about VF30 Pro 


